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In preparation for this observed session the student should have provided you with a copy 
of  

 their ‘Lesson Plan’ outlining the aims, structure and content for the module 

 their ‘Theoretical Account’ outlining the learning theories that have underpinned 
and justified the design of their lesson plan 

 

This role requires you to Observe a 30-minute session (or 30 minutes of a longer session) 
and provide written feedback on the criteria below. 

 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 

In the observed session, was there sufficient evidence that the student was able to: 

 Demonstrate the ability to use and justify relevant theories and evidence informed 
practice to design and plan a learning activity? 

 

 Demonstrate the ability to apply theories in practice to teach and support learning? 
 

 Create an effective learning environment to support learning? 
 

 Effectively assess and give feedback to learners? 

FEEDBACK 

Lesson Title: Orff Schulwerk Approach to Creative Music Making 
 

The lesson observed was a 1 hour workshop for a group of five performance students who have 
elected to study Community Music as part of their degree programme at the Royal Conservatoire 
of Scotland (RCS). The Theoretical Account offered a clear overview of the principles that 
informed and justified the design of your lesson plan, and gave insight into your objective for the 
lesson: to enable your learners to develop their ability to work creatively with rhythmic material, 
both as musicians and as teachers. You placed your work within the context of the elemental Orff 
Schulwerk approach, stating your intention to afford students the opportunity to work individually 
and collaboratively to explore the integral components of rhythm, improvisation and composition. 
In your analysis of the construction of your lesson you identifed your student-centred approach, 
encouraging choice, small group activity and reflection, with consideration of the potential to apply 
the material explored in different community settings. You demonstrated the ability to signpost the 
constructivist and situative learning theories underpinning your practice, with reference to 
reflective material in your journal and you acknowledged how your teaching approach respects a 
range of learning styles. You are beginning to develop a deeper awareness of how these theories 
are embedded in your own artistic practice and how they support learning processes within the 
RCS Community Music Community of Practice. You may find it helpful to examine the conscious 
competence model (http://www.businessballs.com/consciouscompetencelearningmodel.htm) to 

http://www.businessballs.com/consciouscompetencelearningmodel.htm
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consider its relevance to your teaching. Aim too to develop greater depth in your critical analysis 
of the relevance of specific learning theories to your practice to enhance your confidence and self- 
assurance as a teaching artist.  

Your plan and your lesson itself showed your capacity to design a very effective learning 
environment to support the students’ full participation and to foster a thoughtful and imaginative 
approach to the creation of original work. Your learning outcomes were clearly stated at the outset 
and were designed to complement and augment the students’ toolkit for use in their community 
practice, while promoting a new layer of understanding. You yourself were extremely well 
prepared for the workshop, using a range of imaginative resources to facilitate memorable 
learning and you proved effective in applying Orff theory in practice, scaffolding components of the 
workshop seamlessly into an integrated whole. You were clearly at ease directing and supporting 
the students’ work, effecting smooth transitions between learning tasks and varying the pace to 
raise energy or to promote reflection as required. You demonstrated excellent communication 
skills which enabled you to achieve a commendable level of engagement with the group, checking 
consistently for understanding as the workshop progressed.  

You demonstrated a commendable blend of confidence and competence in your teaching, 
promoting learning through sharing of ideas and playful improvisation, inviting initiative and 
observation, creating space for student-centred experimentation and encouraging reflection on the 
application of processes used and materials produced. You combined a challenging approach to 
stimulate original thinking with encouragement to sustain the students’ commitment to their own 
learning and to their collaboration with peers. Your lesson achieved a good balance between tutor 
and student-led activity and you clearly respected your students’ ideas, promoting collective 
decision-making in the development of artistic materials for their shared ensemble performance. 
 
You were effective in inviting reflective dialogue at specific points during the workshop to 
consolidate understanding. The opportunity provided at the conclusion of the workshop for 
reflective summary and peer observations on the application of learning helped to highlight 
students’ emergent competence and insight. You encouraged students to document their 
reflections on the workshop in their journals, also requesting a short written evaluation of your 
session to give you direct feedback on your teaching, using Brookfield’s Critical Incident 
Questionnaire. In order to ensure a fully representative return of feedback you may want to 
consider incorporating this within the session itself. Overall your workshop confirmed your 
creativity as a teacher and your ability to use the Orff Schulwerk approach, supported by relevant 
learning theories, to enhance students’ potential to devise original materials for use in their work-
based practice.  
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